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The south central Andes is known as a region of enduring multiethnic diversity, yet it is also the cradle of one the South America’s first
successful expansive-state societies. Social structures that encouraged the maintenance of separate identities among coexistent ethnic groups
may explain this apparent contradiction. Although the early expansion of the Tiwanaku state (A.D. 600–1000) is often interpreted according to
a centralized model derived from Old World precedents, recent archaeological research suggests a reappraisal of the socio-political organi-
zation of Tiwanaku civilization, both for the diversity of social entities within its core region and for the multiple agencies behind its wider
program of agropastoral colonization. Tiwanaku’s sociopolitical pluralism in both its homeland and colonies tempers some of archaeology’s
global assumptions about the predominant role of centralized institutions in archaic states.

Ethnicity, Multiethnicity, and Diaspora in
the Andes
Negotiating difference is one of the funda-
mental challenges of human society. Often,
with the expansion of state societies, we envi-
sion dominant ethnicities imposing conditions
of inequality and assimilation over subordinate
groups. Can the past also offer models for
sustainable multiethnic coexistence between
diverse ethnic groups?
Discussing multiethnicity requires a defini-

tion of ethnicity, and I will here consider an
ethnic group to be any segment of a larger
society whose members are thought, by them-
selves and others, to have a common origin
and who consciously share a common culture,
values, interests, and goals (1, 2). Ethnic
identity as defined by Weber is a belief in
group affinity based on perceived ancestry,
physical type, or custom or, of particular in-
terest here, “memories of colonization and
migration” (3). Although concepts of ethnicity
carry some genealogical component (4), ethnic
identity is historically and culturally contin-
gent, and the focus here will be on groups that
maintain self-ascribed corporate social identi-
ties within larger state political structures.
Constructs of ethnic identity may be opposi-
tional in nature (5), as an “intentional differ-
ence” that fosters group cohesion over long
periods of interaction with other groups (6).
Unfortunately, because the expression

of ethnic solidarity is neither uniformly
emblematic, nor practice-based or genetic,
no particular set of traits offers a perfect
proxy for ancient ethnicity (1, 7). However,
it is not unreasonable to believe that some
patterned differences in the archaeological

and bioarchaeological record may track
with some sense of social distinction
among ancient peoples. If this is so, cases
may best be built for ancient ethnic iden-
tity when multiple indicators of group-
specific behaviors and practices (e.g., do-
mestic and mortuary practices, culinary,
dietary, dress, and residence patterns, body
modification, and so forth) cohere in space
and time, and biological distance mea-
sures covary with those material culture
patterns (6).
Multiethnicity can be defined as the co-

existence of multiple ethnic groups who
maintain distinction over time. Multiethnicity
is a relatively conservative solution to the
problem of state frontiers, where indigenous
and colonialist actors must negotiate power
across allegiances and boundaries (8, 9)
because multiethnicity permits distinct in-
digenous and colonizing settlements to
coexist within a region over multiple genera-
tions. In the Pimampiro district of northern
Ecuador, late Pre-Columbian colonies of the
highland Pasto ethnic group maintained their
distinctive language and trade relationships
despite long-term residence amid indigenous
groups in lowland regions in what Bray
concludes constituted an enduring and stable
multiethnic environment (10). Canuto and
Bell propose a similar long-term division of
space between autochthonous Maya com-
munities of the El Paraíso Valley of Honduras
and the Copan administrative enclave of El
Paraíso during the late Classic (11). The
maintained differences in architectural style
and plan and material culture in this “paired
center” pattern reflects a strategy of difference

used by Copan elites to cope with a rich
multiethnic landscape of Maya identity politics.
An assumption of multiethnic coexistence

is a prerequisite of the “diaspora” inter-
pretation of migration and settlement. Di-
asporas are expatriate minority communities
whose consciousness and solidarity are “im-
portantly defined” by a memory, vision, or
myth about, and a continuing relationship
with, an original homeland and an expecta-
tion of return (12). As networks of migrant
enclaves defined by their unwillingness to
assimilate in host societies, diasporas can only
exist in multiethnic societies in coexistence
with indigenous communities and other di-
asporas. Equally important, diaspora enclaves
resist assimilation and maintain the distinc-
tions in identity and practice that connect
them to distinct homeland communities. The
shared identity between diasporic migrant
and homeland groups may be self-ascribed
and marked emblematically, or encoded in
practices of daily life, such as family structure,
agriculture, craft, labor, settlement planning,
house construction, features and activities,
cuisine, mortuary and ritual traditions, and in
myriad stylistic choices.
In studies of present-day multiethnic trans-

nationalism, diaspora communities are often
seen to encompass smaller component com-
munities in what has been described as
“multiscalar networking” (13). In such cases,
expatriate individuals’ identities with diasporic
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networks are integrated recursively at multiple
levels of scale, forming meaningful affiliations
with specific groups and subgroups nested
within the larger diasporic community. Thus,
whereas present-day Peruvian immigrants
everywhere maintain a solidary “Peruvian”
national identity vís a vís other transnational
groups, distinct regional and ethnic identities
are celebrated and nurtured in larger Peruvian
enclaves in places like Patterson, New Jersey
or Lombardy, Italy. When present in num-
bers, migrants are not only Peruvian, but may
simultaneously embody identities with spe-
cific regions, towns, linguistic, or social
groups. These nested identities build group
cohesion through a rich array of practices and
institutions that represent particular constit-
uencies through music, dance, and political
organizations, patron saint orders, and so on
(14, 15).
It should be emphasized that this model of

ordered, nested, and enduringly multiethnic
diasporas only exists in tension with coun-
tervailing currents of transculturation, hy-
bridity, and ethnogenesis. Culture contact in
frontiers juxtaposes diverse actors in an un-
ruly landscape of temporality, social mem-
ory, practice, and materiality, and it is in
these spaces that entirely new forms of
communities are generated (16). This fron-
tier dialectic pits the conservation of multi-
ethnic distinctions against the reinvention of
new hybrid identities, and each process may
appear within the same frontier community
in different contexts. Thus, although on one
level the California frontier settlement of
Fort Ross may be described as “multiethnic”
(17) for its distinct neighborhoods of Native
Alaskan, Native Californian, European, or
Creole origin, intermarried households in the
same site can be “interethnic” as foci of
transcultural negotiation, Creolization, and
ethnogenesis (18).
A final observation, then, would be that

the logic of diaspora is diametrically at odds
with the conception of ethnogenesis. Dia-
sporic affinities are anchored to values and
traditions rooted in places of origin and times
past. Ethnogenesis is a process of trans-
formative social change happening in place
and in the moment. In frontier ethnogenesis,
actors of diverse histories and backgrounds
take advantage of an “institutional vacuum”
to cast aside old distinctions, legal strictures,
and rules of multiethnicity, to form new
ethnic identities (19) and create intentional
diachronic change (3). Ethnogenesis is re-
invention, responding to interests and imag-
inations of the political moment by selecting,
rejecting, and recombining elements from
a range of traditions, creating new identi-
ties and meanings. Barbara Voss notes this

liberated and liberating quality of ethno-
genesis in her discussion of the emergence of
the “Californio” identity in Alta California in
the late days of Spanish imperial control (20,
21). Californio families in San Francisco were
originally recruited from diverse subaltern
peoples from other parts of Mexico, whose
life possibilities would have been limited
under the casta designations of the Spanish
empire. When freed of those constraints,
Californios reimagined a new identity as an
“original” colonial elite (ultimately, even
proclaiming themselves “Spaniards”), posi-
tioning themselves in an attempt to retain
privilege over both Native Americans and
Anglo-Californians in the days between
Spanish imperial control and early statehood.
Unlike diasporas, who look back toward a
homeland, frontiers in ethnogenesis find vi-
brancy on the frontier itself and disassociate
from homelands that are perceived as stag-
nant or out of touch.

Ayllus. One specific model for conserving
group cohesion over distance in the Andean
highlands is the Aymara and Quechua con-
ception of the ayllu. Ayllus, like diasporas,
share a common ascriptive identity and
conceptions of behavior, history, and ances-
try. Ayllus may act as landholding groups
(22) and labor collectives (23), enabling a
communal mode of production (24), and
they can sponsor ritual events and enact
ceremonies that map social relationships and
reinforce member affiliation through “social,
political, economic, and ritual cohesion and
action” (25).
As in diasporas, the structure of the ayllu

may transcend territorial boundaries, form-
ing extended communities across distance.
Ethnographically and historically, ayllus tend
to be multiscalar, exhibiting “nested” or “re-
cursive hierarchy” (26), and the term ayllu
may apply to social units at levels of scale
ranging from extended family groups to large
ethnic federations (27–30). Ayllu member-
ship is often ascribed according to genesis
from idealized ancestral origin points, known
as wakas or mallkus, rather than strict at-
tention to descent or residence within cir-
cumscribed territories (27, 29, 31–34). This
distinction becomes important when we
consider multiethnicity and state expansion,
and suggests that ayllus, like diasporas, exist
in a space defined more by social solidarity
than either geography or genealogy.

Archipelagos. Archaeologically, much re-
search on multiethnic coexistence in the
south Central Andes has been inspired
by ethnohistorian John Murra’s proposition
of “vertical archipelagos” of settlements

sharing “multiethnic” colonized regions
across an array of altitudinally defined eco-
logical resource zones (35). Although the
ecologically determinist implications of
Murra’s model have been both over-
emphasized and critiqued (36), the multi-
ethnic aspect of the archipelago model
shares common ground with the concept of
diasporas, and is of more interest here. From
contact period ethnohistoric accounts,
Murra inferred that highland Andean poli-
ties achieved access to lowland resource
zones through a practice of long-term
agrarian colonization, rather than regional
annexation. Murra described each polity’s
colonial system as an “archipelago” because
settlement was dispersed in “islands” of set-
tlement, rather than exclusive contiguous
territories. Colonized resource zones were
multiethnic in that regions could host co-
existent colonies of multiple ethnic or social
groups (37). Despite their proximity, each
archipelago remained autonomous, relying
on its own cooperative labor systems:
maintaining close relations connecting it to
its homeland community, and thus vig-
orously maintaining its ethnic identity and
resisting assimilation with local or other co-
lonial ethnicities. Murra further proposed
that multiethnic colonization was likely un-
der ancient Andean polities, and could be
demonstrated by finding contemporary set-
tlements of diverse material culture in close
proximity, indicating colonies established by
distinct ethnic polities (35).

Tiwanaku and Multiethnicity
The Tiwanaku civilization of the south central
Andes (A.D. 600–1000) is an example of an
ancient-state society that achieved complex
political development and regional expansion,
yet maintained a profoundly multiethnic so-
cial structure over the long term (38). The
eponymous-type site and its “altiplano” core
region in the southern Lake Titicaca basin are,
at 3,827 m above sea level, the homeland
of the world’s highest ancient civilization.
Tiwanaku achieved unprecedented public
works and urban scale supported by a com-
plex landscape of frost-resistant raised fields,
arts and craft industries that impressed later
Incas and Spaniards alike, and an elaborate
iconographic system that helped spread a
shared state ideology. Considering the mas-
sive scale and sophistication of the Tiwanaku
capital and the agrarian and settlement
systems of its altiplano core region, it is
reasonable to envision Tiwanaku as a cen-
tralized state and political economy com-
parable to archaic states worldwide (39–43).
And yet, while Tiwanaku surely functioned
as a unitary state in many regards, it is a
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matter of interpretation whether the dialectic
of centralized power and factionalism in
Tiwanaku was the same as that of other states
(42), or whether Tiwanaku exemplifies a
somewhat less-centralized variant of ancient
states (38, 44–47). Alternate views pose
Tiwanaku as a confederation of ayllus (31),
as a phenomenon of “vertical integration” of
otherwise autonomous localities and settle-
ment systems (48–50), or as a “moral econ-
omy” (51) in which ritual, feasting, and
reciprocity wove independent communities
together into a political order (52).
Where these interpretations agree is that

Tiwanaku culture was ethnically diverse,
internally heterogeneous, and enduringly
pluralistic. Social pluralism within the
Tiwanaku core region is suggested histor-
ically in the continuity of linguistically
and culturally distinct Aymara, Pukina, and
Uru ethnic traditions in the altiplano, and
this multiethnicity reflect the coexistence
under Tiwanaku of ethnic groups occupa-
tionally focused on herding, farming, and
fishing (39). Household archaeology at the
Tiwanaku capital has identified walled
barrios and residential compounds linked
to occupational specialties (53–55), and
neighborhood and plaza groups of ethni-
cally distinct origins (47, 56, 57), as well as
class distinctions (58), whereas Tiwanaku
crafts encompassed distinct substyles that
might reflect both regional and ethnic
affiliations (59, 60). But to what extent was
multiethnicity a significant political fact in
Tiwanaku expansion?

Tiwanaku Expansion. The Tiwanaku civi-
lization projected power and cultural in-
fluence throughout the south central Andes
in the 7th through 11th centuries A.D.
without leaving significant iconographic,
bioarchaeological, or settlement pattern ev-
idence of military force. In some distant
regions, like San Pedro de Atacama in Chile,
Tiwanaku’s influence was indirect, as a
hegemonic ideology spread through prose-
lytization, pilgrimage, trade in ritually asso-
ciated objects, and local emulation (61–67).
Elsewhere, enclaves of altiplano colonists
brought Tiwanaku culture and practice with
them to new regions, where temperate crops
like maize and coca were cultivable. In some
regions, like Chile’s Azapa Valley, and the
Cochabamba region of Bolivia, Tiwanaku
colonists coexisted with larger indigenous
populations who came to emulate the
Tiwanaku style and practice. Interpretations
of the coexistence of Azapa Tiwanaku en-
claves with indigenous populations have
ranged from a “symbiosis” (68) to marked
social stratification with Tiwanaku enclaves

as nodes of elite control (69), but altiplano
colonists do not appear to have ever be-
come numerous in the region (70). Simi-
larly, in the Cochabamba region of Bolivia,
Tiwanaku colonists may have been few on
the ground (71) yet exerted considerable
cultural influence, transforming local mate-
rial culture into a new Cochabamba-Tiwanaku
style. A significant factor in the appeal of
Tiwanaku practice may have been the pop-
ularity of Tiwanaku’s traditions focused
on chicha, or maize-beer drinking, and
Tiwanaku-style drinking vessels and maize
cultivation and consumption increased
markedly in many regions of Tiwanaku
influence (72–74).
Tiwanaku also expanded through direct

colonization on a massive demographic
scale (45). Settlement pattern analysis,
household archaeology, and mortuary ar-
chaeology point to a multiethnic model for
Tiwanaku expansive colonization in the late
first millennium A.D. Systematic regional
survey coverage of the 150 km2 of the
Middle Moquegua Valley sector of the
Osmore drainage (900–2,000 m above sea
level) supports a large demographic presence
of altiplano Tiwanaku colonists (46, 75,
76). Tiwanaku and Tiwanaku-derived set-
tlement occupy over 141 ha of residential
site area dated between the 7th and 11th
centuries A.D., suggesting an aggregate
population of between 10,000 and 20,000
settlers (Fig. 1). The Tiwanaku occupation
was concentrated in four large town sites,
with little settlement outside of these en-
claves, suggesting insularity and separation

from the valley’s indigenous inhabitants in
the surrounding countryside. Isotopic pale-
omigration studies of cemetery populations
from the Rio Muerto site suggest that the
Tiwanaku colonies comprised first-genera-
tion immigrants and multiple genera-
tions of their descendants, who maintained
Tiwanaku practices and contact with parent
communities through visits, return migra-
tion, and exchange of marriage partners
(77). Like present-day diaspora commu-
nities, Tiwanaku colonists looked home-
ward and avoided transculturation with
peoples of the local indigenous tradition,
and local peoples likewise did not adopt
Tiwanaku cultural practices nor, it ap-
pears, live or intermarry with Tiwanaku
settlers (78).

Coexistence Between State Cultures.
Multiethnicity in Tiwanaku’s colonies was
more than coexistence between Tiwanaku
colonial communities and indigenous peoples.
Moquegua’s Tiwanaku colonies thrived only
10 km away from a smaller enclave of
the Wari civilization in the upper Osmore
drainage (79). Wari was a contemporary
expansive-state society with its capital near
Ayacucho, Peru, whose expansion has been
described as classically imperial (80–82).
In Moquegua, however, neither Wari nor
Tiwanaku ever enjoyed absolute territorial
control. The coexistence of the Tiwanaku and
Wari enclaves in Moquegua was facilitated in
part by a de facto partitioning of the region
according to the two cultures’ distinct agrar-
ian practices (76, 79). Wari colonists’ tradition

Fig. 1. Tiwanaku settlement distribution in the Moquegua Valley. (A) Omo settlement sites. (B) Chen Chen settle-
ment sites.
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of terraced agriculture (83–85) allowed them
to stake out lands in the steep upper-altitude
valleys of the Osmore drainage, whereas the
Tiwanaku preferred lateral canal irrigation in
flatter middle-elevation areas (76).
Despite the proximity of the two colonies

over three centuries of coexistence, intercul-
tural contact between the Wari and the
Tiwanaku enclaves in Moquegua was quite
limited (45). Tiwanaku and Wari sites, some
within sight of one another, show a pro-
portion of items traded between Wari and
Tiwanaku towns that was minuscule. More-
over, Wari and Tiwanaku sites are character-
ized by entirely distinct domestic architecture,
utilitarian and decorated ceramics, lithic as-
semblages, and other household utensils and
tools, reflecting assiduous maintenance of
distinctive daily practices in the household
setting over the long term. Distinctions in
chemical composition between Tiwanaku and
Wari ceramics further show that Tiwanaku
and Wari potters in the Moquegua region
had distinct technological styles, and used
clays from different local sources (86). The
Tiwanaku and Wari enclaves even main-
tained distinct tastes in favorite fermented
beverages, with consumption of maize chicha
a vital part of everyday and ritual life for the
Tiwanaku colony (73, 74), whereas Wari set-
tlers preferred to drink spicy chicha de molle, a
fermented beverage made from seeds of the
Peruvian pepper tree (79, 87, 88).
The remarkable and enduring differences

between the adjacent Wari and Tiwanaku
colonies in Moquegua speaks to a strong
interest in maintaining the distinction
between the two cultures. It seems unlikely
that many Wari and Tiwanaku settlers
came to intermarry, live, or work together
in day-to-day interaction. Although both
Tiwanaku and Wari agents interacted
transculturally or approached hybridity
with other populations (89, 90), the mul-
tiethnic coexistence of Wari and Tiwanaku
in Moquegua depended on their spatial sep-
aration and an intentional and pronounced

reproduction of cultural distinction over a
prolonged history.

Coexistence of Tiwanaku Ethnicities in
Diaspora. Multiethnicity may have been a
characteristically Tiwanaku response to the
colonial encounter with the Wari, in that
Tiwanaku colonization itself was multiethnic.
Within the Tiwanaku colony in Moquegua,
we distinguish two contemporary migration
streams from altiplano Tiwanaku. Migrants
of each group established separate enclaves
within each town site, and were associated
with distinct ceramic substyles and settle-
ment and occupational practices. The Omo-
style occupation accounted for 15 site com-
ponents covering a total of 28.7 ha in the
middle Moquegua Valley. Omo-style set-
tlements were not only marked by ceramics
of the Omo style, but were also distinct in
their ephemeral domestic architecture, the
scarcity of storage features, large grindstones,
and stone hoes, and a preference for settle-
ment locations near caravan routes marked
with llama geoglyphs, but distant from agri-
cultural fields. This difference, along with the
Omo-style population’s higher incidence of
intermittent paleomobility (77) and lower
rates of paleopathologies indicative of upper
body repetitive stress (91), suggest that Omo
populations were less involved in agriculture
than their Chen Chen-style compatriots, and
that some Omo-style Tiwanaku colonists
may have been caravan drovers, traders, or
pastoralists, who deliberately located their
camps away from the farmsteads of the
floodplain. Aspects of the Omo ceramic as-
semblage, such as the prevalence of polished
blackware and certain motifs, suggest a con-
nection to altiplano parent communities and
ceramic sources in the Copacabana peninsula
and Lake Titicaca islands (46, 92).
In contrast, ceramics of the Chen Chen

style suggest community origins at or near
the Tiwanaku-type site. In Moquegua, Chen
Chen-style sites covered a total of 54.6 ha of
domestic area, with 48 known cemeteries (46,

76, 93). Chen Chen-style settlements are
consistently closer to agricultural land, their
quincha wattle and daub domestic architec-
ture is more permanent in construction, and
their mortuary pattern consists of subsurface
burials without major surface structures. The
Chen Chen-style settlements are also associ-
ated with canal and spring-fed irrigation
systems and the residential sites have dense
concentrations of cist storage features, in-
dustrial-size grindstones, and stone hoes,
whereas macrobotanical and isotopic evi-
dence all point to intensive production, con-
sumption, and exportation of maize to the
Tiwanaku-type site in Bolivia (46, 73, 74, 77,
94–97). This finding indicates that intensive
maize agriculture was the primary productive
goal of the Chen Chen-style colony. The
coexistence of these two distinct archipelagos
of settlement within the Tiwanaku occu-
pation indicates that Tiwanaku colonists
affiliated with two distinct corporate social
entities, perhaps maximal ayllus or ethnic
affiliations that were salient identities across
the Tiwanaku sphere.
Tiwanaku’s internal multiethnicity might

be thought of as a model for the intercultural
coexistence between the Wari and Tiwanaku
enclaves, but it also differed in two ways.
First, although Wari and Tiwanaku colonists
were segregated in separate sites in distinct
parts of the valley, the Omo and Chen Chen
colonists coexisted within the same town sites
(albeit in separate enclaves). The adjacent,
open, and undefended nature of the settle-
ments indicates a modus vivendi of close
multiethnic coexistence between the Omo
and Chen Chen networks. Second, the ar-
chaeological distinctions between Omo
and Chen Chen household and mortuary
assemblages are more subtle and less
absolute than those between Wari and
Tiwanaku (Fig. 2). This finding would
seem to indicate a degree of economic,
ritual, and social interaction, as might be
expected between two complementary

Fig. 2. (A) Omo Tiwanaku style ceramic portrait heads,
Omo M12 structure 2 excavations. (B) Chen Chen Tiwanaku
style ceramic portrait head, Fahlman collection, Chen
Chen site.

Fig. 3. (A) Reconstruction of Omo M10 Tiwanaku temple showing access routes. (B) Detail of upper court of Omo
M10 Tiwanaku temple showing sunken court, central altar room (C-11), and six autonomous patio groups (C-18,
C-22, C-6, C-4, C-26, C-29).
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groups aligned with occupational ethnic
or moiety divisions within a common culture.
Nonetheless, although we can envision
some degree of hybridity across two Tiwa-
naku ethnicities, patterns of structural sepa-
ration were maintained over the long term of
Tiwanaku occupation. At each town site
the Omo-style sectors were consistently
located to the northeast and nearest to
caravan paths, whereas the Chen Chen
sectors were located to the southwest,
closest to agricultural lands. This pattern
suggests both the occupational preferences
hypothesized above and the geographic
expression of binary spatial opposition
that is typical of moieties within Andean
ayllus (30, 98).
Mediating multiethnic interaction may

also have been a major role of Tiwanaku
public architecture. New findings in the
Omo Tiwanaku temple still support prior in-
terpretations of Tiwanaku monumental ar-
chitecture as loci for the practice of a unitary
state religion (99), with central liturgical ac-
tion suggested by a U-shaped audience plat-
form chamber (C-11 in Fig. 3) that faced the
sunken court (100). However, access patterns
and finds revealed by 2011–2012 excavations
at Omo show that passage through the tem-
ple’s portals and stairs may have enacted the
union, separation, and reunion of two groups
in processions (red arrows in Fig. 3A). A
presence of polished blackware ceramics
suggests that one temple doorway might
be associated with the Omo-style subgroup
(101), perhaps representing the processional
path of one of the two major ayllus or eth-
nicities present in the Moquegua colonies.
More complex ritual pluralism is also

suggested by the delineation of six inde-
pendent patio groups (see C-18, C-22, C-6,
C-29, C-4, and C-26 in Fig. 3B) that
surround the central court and audience
chamber. The pattern is somewhat remi-
niscent of the multiple structures sur-
rounding the Formative sunken court
temples of Chiripa and Pukara (102). Each
of the Omo temple patio groups was distinct
in size, shape, construction details, and
content, and showed no features or assem-
blages typical of domestic functions, and
thus appears to have had distinct ceremonial
affiliations, perhaps analogous to multiple
chapels sharing a common church. Most
surprisingly, the Omo temple patio groups
were autonomous in that they had limited
or no access to one another. This finding
implies a segregation of ritual spaces within
the confines of the temple that seems to
echo the structural segregation of Tiwanaku
residential and cemetery spaces.

Coexistence of Communities. A further
observation on the multiscalar nature of
Tiwanaku multiethnicity is that multiple
smaller community groups were nested

within settlements affiliated with each of
the Tiwanaku culture’s major ethnicities. In
the Moquegua Tiwanaku colonies, surface
mapping of architecture within each town

Fig. 4. (A) Omo M16 site map and aerial photograph, showing house platforms and community plazas. (B) Omo
M10 site map showing distinct cemeteries. Reproduced from ref. 106, with permission from Elsevier.
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site sector revealed multiple community res-
idential groups, each separated from one
another by unoccupied space and associated
with its own plaza (Fig. 4A).
The community plazas were cleared

spaces, centrally located within the residen-
tial groups, and each sufficient in size to
accommodate all of the inhabitants of the
surrounding residential sector. Plazas thus
appear to have been loci for public assembly
and celebrations central to the reproduction
of small-scale community dynamics. Sys-
tematic surface collections and household
excavations found subtle variations in as-
semblages between community groups, sug-
gesting common ethnicity with differences
in status and occupation between distinct
communities or lineage groups.

Multiethnicity, Death, and the Marked
Body. Mortuary archaeology offers particular
insight into ancient identity and personhood,
and the Tiwanaku mortuary record indicates
both widely shared Tiwanaku mortuary prac-
tices and more subtle distinctions. Tiwanaku
sites in Moquegua are notable for multiple
spatially separated cemeteries (Fig. 4B) that
display distinct variations on Tiwanaku mor-
tuary tradition in tomb type (103, 104), dress
(105, 106), offerings, and other cultural prac-
tices. Cemeteries at Omo-style sites, for exam-
ple, like most Tiwanaku cemeteries, have
individual-seated flexed, east-facing burials, but
are uniquelymarkedby stone surface structures,
variant tomb types, fewer within-tomb offer-
ings, andmore surface evidence of offerings and
funerary activities than Chen Chen-style cem-
eteries. Distinctions in mortuary practice are
complemented by bioarchaeological distinc-
tions between cemetery populations in diet
(107), biological distance (78), paleomobility
(77), and life-history studies (108) that point to
distinct lifeways and occupations.
Perhaps the most striking of these dis-

tinctions that mark Tiwanaku multiethnicity

is the nested variability seen in Tiwanaku
cranial deformation. All Tiwanaku peoples
practiced intentional cranial deformation, a
stylistic behavior that leaves a permanent and
unchangeable record on the human body.
Few human practices seem a more deliberate
marker of human affiliation than the in-
tentional deformation of the head and face to
a culturally pleasing shape. Cranial and facial
deformation can only be practiced by parents
on very young children, and the effects are
lifelong, publicly visible, and irreversible. No
other body modification shares this partic-
ular set of characteristics, making cranial
deformation a stylistic statement, a bodily
affiliation, and a societal covenant passed
from parents to children. In the Andes, dis-
tinctive head shape and associated headgear
were historically considered emblematic of
ethnic affiliation (109).
It is thus notable that cranial deformation

was almost universally practiced by Tiwanaku
peoples, with an incidence of at least 83% (78),
yet no single “Tiwanaku style” of cranial
deformation ever dominated. Deformation
styles remained diverse across Tiwanaku-
influenced regions, with annular deformation
styles found in the Katari valley and tabular
or fronto-occipital styles dominant in the

Moquegua region (Fig. 5), both styles present
at the Tiwanaku capital (109), and even
greater variability in the Tiwanaku-contem-
porary ayllus of San Pedro de Atacama (65).
Within these general categories, more subtle
variation in the use of deformation devices
and techniques may mark variability in prac-
tice between ethnic, community, or lineage
groups, such as those represented by distinct
cemeteries at the Omo M10 site (110). The
nested variability in cranial deformation in-
dicates that the influence of Tiwanaku was not
one of hegemonic acculturation, but just the
opposite: a period of cosmopolitan diversity.
Strolling through neighborhoods of the
Tiwanaku capital or provinces would have
been a constant reminder not of a Tiwanaku
cultural homogeneity, but of indelibly marked
identities passed from parent to child.

Discussion: An Ethnographic Example
A present day example of multiethnic colo-
nization may help bring into focus our
archaeological interpretations of Tiwanaku
multiethnicity. Since the late 1980s, the area of
the Moquegua Valley that saw the densest
Tiwanaku agricultural colonization has been
recolonized by Aymara- and Quechua-speak-
ing migrants from the highlands of Moquegua
and the Department of Puno. In an ongoing
ethnographic survey using historical aerial
photographs, we can chart the progress of two
present-day colonies who self-identify with
specific highland towns that colonize vacant
lands as agrarian collectives (Fig. 6) (111). Pi-
oneer colonists of the group identified with the
Aymara-speaking highland town of Muylaque
appeared in the 1980s as squatters on the
flanks of Cerro Trapiche. By the late 1990s, the
Muylaque group, now consisting of seven re-
lated families from Muylaque and one un-
related family, had rehabilitated an ancient
canal and reclaimed farmlands that had not
been in use for many centuries.
In 2000, an unrelated association of colo-

nists affiliated with the Quechua-speaking

Fig. 6. (A) Ayni (mutual aid) canal construction by the Pachas Association, Trapiche denuncia, Moquegua, 2005. (B) Aerial
view of Muylaque and Pachas colonies, canals, and denuncias, Cerro Trapiche, 2008.

Fig. 5. (A) Facial deformer mask, Rio Muerto M43 site, Moquegua, M43 tomb 52, M43 = 4515. (B) Cranium with
fronto occipital deformation, Rio Muerto M70 site, Moquegua, Tomb 50, M70 = 2868.
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highland town of Pachas began work on the
separate Estopacaje canal, built at a higher
elevation. The Pachas canal and the land it
waters lie parallel to the Muylaque system,
forming what might be called a separate ir-
rigation community. Both irrigation com-
munities have built ambitious new canals,
established land claims, negotiated for water
rights, and succeeded as agrarian enclaves.
Although the two groups have different
economic goals and agrarian practices, each
community’s success owes much to its sense
of solidary communalism, regularly rein-
forced through labor reciprocity, and each
group also views its parent community as a
preferred source of marriage partners, the
place to find extra workers and ritual spe-
cialists when needed, and where to return if
crops fail or in old age.
Notably, there is little contact between the

Muylaque and Pachas expatriate communi-
ties, who remain autonomous in terms of
hydrology, labor, exchange, and social life,
with neither cause for direct competition nor
motivation to integrate. Thus, the strong so-
cial relations and the ideology of return that
links expatriates to parent communities also
reinforce multiethnic coexistence: the dis-
tinction and separation of each expatriate
colony from its neighbors.

Conclusion
Considering multiethnicity in ancient-state
frontiers, it is tempting to assume the goals of
state hegemonic power to be in conflict with
autonomous ethnic pluralism. However, it is
important to distinguish multiethnicity from
transculturation, hybridity, or ethnogenesis.
In regions shared by multiple diasporic com-
munities, multiethnicity instead can mean
the maintenance, even accentuation, of plural
ethnic identities as they coexist in close
proximity. The example of Tiwanaku mul-
tiethnicity shows that the coexistence of di-
verse ethnic populations, maintaining strong
corporate identities over multiple generations,
was integral to one Andean state’s success.
Indeed, Tiwanaku state power flourished
in the context of a shared culture that was
ethnically diverse, internally heterogeneous,
and enduringly pluralistic. Tiwanaku colonists
could coexist with a Wari enclave because the
Tiwanaku colonization itself was multiethnic,
composed of diverse social segments ac-
customed to maintaining independence and
autonomy. Perhaps the clue to the success
and longevity of some ancient states lay in
their multiscalar norms of multiethnicity.
Andean states’ settlers in new lands brought
with them a particularly refined toolkit
for negotiating—and celebrating—social
difference.
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